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What the paper is about:
• Statistical investigation determinants budget 

reform in panel 23 European countries, 1991-2004
• Particular attention to

– State of public finances
– Political divisions
– Economic crises
– Credibility: if left-wing governments are prepared to

reform, then the need for reform must be really high
• Interesting work with interesting results
• Authors should be praised for index construction

efforts
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Overview:

• Some comments on econometrics
• Discussion of results
• Some further suggestions
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Econometrics:
• Where does number of 102 observations come

from?
• Small number of changes somewhat wo

– 12 “improvements”
– 6 “large improvements”
– 6 “setbacks”

• Try common time trend because there is general
tendency to better institutions (gap variable might
be proxy for country specific time trend)

• Extra controls, in particular income: richer
countries have better institutions on average

• Are country fixed effects still significant? 
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Results:

• A worse budgetary position implies lower
likelihood of subsequent reforms
– Authors’ explanation: distributional

implications; “war of attrition” – groups are 
waiting each other out 

– What about recession as common driving force?
• Worsens budgetary position
• Leads to social unrest, which makes reform more 

difficult
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Results:
• (Weak effect) More fragmentated

government coalition → more attrition →
reform less likely

• Indirect effect: interaction term primary
balance and fragmentation:
– More fractionalisation → effect of primary

balance on reform likelihood becomes smaller
– Higher primary balance → effect of more 

fractionalisation on reform likelihood more 
negative
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Economic explanation?
• Direct effect: higher primary surplus → easier

to satisfy demands of various groups → easier
to get support for reforms

• In my view indirect effect goes against
attrition war hypothesis:
– Under attrition war, low budget should be

particularly bad for reform likelihood when
fractionalisation is bigger → however opposite is 
the case: estimates show at high deficit effect of 
fractionalization on reform is positive!

• Is attrition war hypothesis well defined here?
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Results:

• Higher inflation → reform more likely
• Higher unemployment → reform more 

likely
• Higher current account deficit → reform 

more likely
• Excessive Deficit Procedure: no effect

– Too few EDP observations?
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Results:

• Nonlinear effect of “overheating variable”
– Cut-off point at 75th percentile
– “overheating” is defined in relative terms; : if

all European economies improve current
account and lower inflation, we would still have 
same amount of overheating

– “overheating” should be defined in absolute 
terms

– Similar remark “crisis dummy” and stagflation
variable.
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Results:
• Include “overheating” and “overheating” * 

ideology
– Overheating itself significant
– Also ideology is significant: right-wing more 

likely to reform in absence of crisis
– Interaction term: in crisis, the more leftist, the 

more likely is reform.
• Analogous for “crisis variable”
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Suggestions:
• Surprisingly GDP (growth) nowhere appears as 

explanatory variable!
– Seems obvious determinant of reforms
– Also, low growth is better measure of crisis? After

all, situations of “overheating” could simply be
situations of rapid development (lots of imports for
investment and consumption smoothing).

– Preferably include potential GDP, as reform is 
supposed to affect potential GDP

– However, actual GDP growth may be better measure
of crisis.
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Suggestions:
• Authors suggest two possible “long-run”

outcomes:
– Low deficits and good institutions
– Higher deficits and weak institutions

• This really remains to be shown
– Can one detect any tendency in (structural?) deficits 

over time (either towards higher or towards lower)?
– Need to investigate whether higher quality index 

indeed produces higher (structural!) primary balances?
– Set up a panel VAR in primary balance and quality of 

index
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